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Prograding coasts are able to provide a long terme record
of past climatic changes
(i.e the edification of these successive « beach-ridges » )
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IWIK AREA
Two mains environments for the actual coastal plain

Extensive sand flats
(constant deposition)

Sedimentary ridges built at specific moments
and are preserved by a thin cover of
anthropogenic shell-middens

A huge successive sand ridges
and dunes complex between
4.2 and 3.2 ka BP in 3 steps (I, II
and III-IV)
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Detailed architecture of unit I and II

Just after unit I (4.2-3.8 yrs BP),
formation of unit II (berm 3.8-3.4
yrs BP)

Formation of dunes and hooked-spits
extending toward the south

Detailed architecture of unit III-IV

Two generations of beach ridges showing
a progressive directional change
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Correlation between sand ridges
edification and occurrence of Rapid
Climate Changes (RCCs) and NAO+ index
3.8-3.4 ka

NAO+ :
(1) Trade wind enhancement,
evidence around 4ka BP
(Gasse and Van Campo,
1994)
(2) Enhancing energetic
waves on Northwest
African coasts (Ait Laamel
et al., 2003 and Idrissi,
2006)

RCCs events
cool poles= dry tropics (6-5,
4.2-3.8, 3.5-2.5 and 1.2-1 ka
BP (deMenocal et al, 2000;
Mayewski et al., 2004; Bond et
al., 1997; Fleitmann et al., 2003;
4.2-3.8 ka
Brooks, 2006)

3.4-3.2 ka

Local consequences:
- Huge aeolien sand supply (SW migration of barchans)
- Storm-waves and littoral drift reinforcement episodes

Is the sandy littoral able to record past climatic
changes?
Yes, for regressive coastal plains.
BA construction reflect the aridity crisis 4.5-3.2 ka [Salzmann and Hoelzmann,
2005; Street-Perrot et al., 2000].
Emphasize 3 episodes of sand–spit construction wich fall into the time interval
of recogniezd RCCs occurrences ( 4.2-3.8 ka; 3.5-2.5 ka) and NAO+ induced
over active swell around 4 ka B.P.
This combining episodes of RCC and NAO+ index is conducive to overabundant sand supply to the shore and more frequent and active waves
episodes.

Climate-induced response of sandy coasts could be a good
provider of general information about past climatic changes at a
secular scale.

and be a good proxy to assess the system response
for the next decades?
More difficult….
But we can now estimate the impact of variations in storm frequency and
forces and deduce the correlate tendancy for sandy coasts
i.e. here in West Africa pole warming seems to imply intensification (or
maintain) of sand flat construction and disappearance of sand ridges edification
processes.
This methodology is now to apply to other coasts.
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